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Hierarchical C@MoS2 hollow spheres assembled from few layer-MoS2 nanosheets coated on both interior and exterior surfaces of
hollow carbon spheres (HCSs) have been developed by a modified template method. The polydopamine-derived carbon shell
functions as a support with a negatively charged surface resulting in the in situ growth of few layer-MoS2 nanosheets and prevents
them from agglomeration with an integrated structure. In addition, the hollow carbon spheres with their mesopores provide
sufficient liquid-solid contact area and shorter electron and ion pathways, as well as buffer for volume changes occurring during the
charge/discharge process. The prepared C@MoS2 material is characterized by XRD, TGA, BET, Raman, SEM, HRTEM and XPS
measurements. When applied as a negative electrode material in LIBs, the C@MoS2 electrode exhibits high reversible gravimetric
capacity (1100 mAh·g−1 at 0.1 C), superior rate performance (633 mAh·g−1 at 20.0 C) and superb cycling life (86.0% of its
original specific capacity left after 130 cycles).
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There is an increasing demand for developing advanced electro-
active materials and energy storage devices with higher charge,
energy and power density to be applied in electric vehicles, portable
electronics, stationary power grids, etc.1,2 Among different kinds of
energy storage devices, lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are reckoned as
environmentally friendly and efficient energy storage devices which
have attracted dramatically growing attention.3 New generations of
electrode materials should be explored to satisfy the requirements for
desirable energy density, fast charge-discharge capability, and long
cycling life in order to meet the increasing demand for electric
energy.4,5 Among various electrode materials, transition-metal
dichalcogenides (e.g. MX2, where M = Mo, W or Sn; and X = S,
Se, or Te) with their unique 2D-layered structures are promising
materials in energy storage. The interlayer space can easily
accommodate guest ions (Li+ or Na+) with the formation of
different phases.6–8 MoS2 has a layered S-Mo-S sandwich structure
which is similar to that of graphite. Its layers are held together
through van der Waals forces with an interlayer distance of 0.62 nm.
This is beneficial to host numerous Li-ions resulting in a high
theoretical lithium storage capacity (670 mAh·g−1).9,10

However, there are still some challenges which restrict the
practical application of MoS2-based LIBs. Specifically, capacity
fading with short cycling life resulting from large volume expansion
appearing during the conversion reaction and poor rate capability
related to low electric and ionic conductivity during charge-
discharge process, which leads to electrode pulverization and low
specific capacity at a high rate, respectively.11,12 To address these
concerns, efficient approaches have been developed, such as
increasing c lattice constant of MoS2 by intercalation or exfoliation
strategies resulting in lower energy barriers for Li-ion insertion and
extraction, and incorporating MoS2 into a carbonaceous matrix or
sheath which greatly boost the electric conductivity and accommo-
dates the volume changes of the MoS2. On the other hand, MoS2
tailored to nanosize dimensions can shorten ion diffusion length; and

hollow architectures embraced with pores can provide sufficient
electrolyte/electrode contact area.13–16

Among these strategies, combining MoS2 with carbonaceous
materials has attracted attention because carbon materials not only
act as conductive bridges which facilitate rapid electron transfer but
also as elastic buffer layers which alleviate the internal stress caused
by the volume changes during charge-discharge cycles. To date,
various MoS2/carbon composites, such as MoS2/graphene,
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MoS2/carbon nanotubes18 and some other MoS2/carbon
nanocomposites,19 have been reported as electrode materials for
rechargeable batteries. Another promising avenue is to construct
hierarchical structures with different morphologies.20,21 Hierarchical
hollow structures are composed of different building blocks with
different associated functionalities in a rational design with a hollow
morphology. For example, the electroactive component participates
in the electrochemical reaction with Li+ providing a large specific
capacity, and the hollow carbon acts as a support which maintains
the integrity of the electrode material by preventing agglomeration
of the electroactive component.22,23

It should be noticed that MoS2 layers tend to intrinsically
reaggregate owing to their van der Waals interactions, so it is of
great importance to explore uniformly distributed MoS2 for applica-
tion in LIBs.24 Polydopamine (PDA), with a molecular structure
similar to that of 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (DOPA), is con-
sidered as a promising agent to form core–shell structures due to its
peculiar molecular structure which incorporates many functional
groups such as catechol-like, amine, and imine groups.25 These
functional groups can act as starting points for the adsorption of
metal ions by electrostatic interaction, which can in turn enable
preparation of materials with core–shell structures for a wide range
of applications across materials science and electrochemistry.

Inspired by these efforts, herein, we shed light on the construc-
tion of hierarchical carbon spheres coated with few-layer MoS2
nanosheets (named as C@MoS2) with a hollow morphology by a
facile process. Hollow carbon spheres (HCSs) are utilized as a
support for uniform growth of MoS2 nanosheets. The prepared
C@MoS2 has the following characteristics: (1) ultrathin MoS2zE-mail: wuyp@njtech.edu.cn; rudolf.holze@chemie.tu-chemnitz.de
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nanosheets with expanded interlayer distance (0.66 nm) can lower
the energy barrier of lithium ion intercalation-extraction and shorten
the ion diffusion pathway; (2) the hollow N-doped carbon spheres
derived from N-containing PDA layer with negatively charged
surface ensure a compact and uniform growth of MoS2 layer; (3)
N-doped carbon can promote the electron transfer thus enhancing the
electrical conductivity. When applied as a negative electrode
material in LIBs, the C@MoS2 electrode delivers remarkable
average specific capacity (1100 mAh·g−1 at 0.1 C), high rate
performance (633 mAh·g−1 at 20.0 C) and long cycling life
(retaining 86.0% of its original specific capacity after 130 cycles).

Experimental

Materials synthesis.— Synthesis of SiO2 solid spheres.—
Monodisperse silica was prepared by the established Stöber’s
method. In detail, 1 ml tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was added
into a mixture of 4 ml of deionized water, 1 ml of 26 wt% NH3·N2O
and 20 ml 2-propanol at room temperature with stirring. After
stirring for 2 h, the resultant solids were collected by centrifugation
and dried.

Synthesis of hollow carbon spheres (HCSs).—HCSs powders
were obtained through a multi-step process. First, 100 mg of
synthesized silica were dispersed in 100 ml of aqueous trisamino-
methane solution (pH = ∼8.5). Next, 50 mg of dopamine was added
into the above solution and stirred overnight followed by centrifuga-
tion and drying to obtain SiO2@polydopamine (named SiO2@PDA).
Afterwards, the prepared powders were transferred to a ceramic
crucible and carbonized at 500 °C for 3 h with a temperature rise rate
of 2 °C min–1 under an inert argon flow. Finally, HCS powders were
obtained by dispersing the obtained solid in an aqueous solution of
2 M NaOH at 50 °C for 8 h followed by centrifugation and drying.

Synthesis of C@MoS2 and pure MoS2.—C@MoS2 were prepared
via a facile hydrothermal method. In brief, 30 mg of as-fabricated
HCS powders were first ultrasonically dispersed in 20 ml of
dimethyl formamide (DMF) and 10 ml deionized water to form a
suspension for 1 h, and then 200 mg of (NH4)2MoS4 powders were
added into the suspension. After stirring for a couple of hours, the
mixture was transferred into a tightly sealed 50 ml PTFE-lined
stainless steel autoclave and reacted at 200 °C for 24 h. The
precipitate was collected by centrifugation, redispersion and then
drying at 60 °C. To increase the crystallinity of MoS2, the solid was
calcined in a tube furnace at 800 °C for 3 h under argon. For
comparison, pure MoS2 samples were obtained under the same
conditions without adding HCSs.

Materials characterization.—Crystal structures of the prepared
samples were obtained by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku

Rotaflex RU-200B diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation filtered by a
nickel thin plate at 40 kV and 40 mA. The XPS measurements were
performed with ESCALAB 250 Xi XPS Microprobe (Thermo
Scientific) equipped with a monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source
(1486.6 eV). All XPS profiles were calibrated based on a C 1s
binding energy of 284.6 eV. N2 sorption isotherms were collected on
an Autosorb IQ Station 3 apparatus. The samples were degassed
under vacuum at 120 °C for 3 h, then the N2 sorption isotherms were
measured at 77 K. The morphology of the samples was investigated
by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FEI Nova
NanoSEM 450 and FEI Quanta 200 F) and transmission electron
microscopy (Tecnai G2 20S-Twin, Hitachi HF2000 and Hitachi
HT7700). Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on a Mettler
Toledo 1600 system with an MX1 balance with a heating rate of
10 °C·min−1. Raman spectra were measured with a JobinYvon
LabRAM HR800 spectrometer with a laser wavelength of 514 nm.

Electrochemical testing.—The working electrode slurry was
prepared by dispersing the active materials, Super P carbon, and
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) binder in N-methylpyrrolidone
(NMP) with a weight ratio of 8/1/1. The slurry was spread onto
copper foil disks and dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C overnight.
The mass loading of electrode material on each copper disk
(diameter: 13 mm) was about 2 mg equal to a mass density of
1.5 mg cm−2. Lithium foil as the counter and reference electrode,
1.0 M LiPF6 in ethyl carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (1:1 v/v ratio) as
the electrolyte solution, and Celgard 2500 as the separator were used
to assemble a CR2032 coin cell. Galvanostatic discharge and charge
tests were performed with a cycle tester from LAND Electronic Co.
The cut-off potential window of C@MoS2 electrode during charge/
discharge was set between 3.0 and 0.01 V vs Li+/Li. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) was measured at a scan rate from 0.2 to
1.0 mV s−1 between 0.01 and 3.0 V vs Li+/Li using a CHI-660D
electrochemistry workstation. Electrochemical impedance measure-
ments (EIS) for the as-prepared electrodes have been conducted at
frequencies between 10 kHz and 0.01 Hz. Data were evaluated with
Zview software using an equivalent circuit.

Results and discussion

Material synthesis and characterization.—The flow diagram of
constructing hierarchical C@MoS2 hollow spheres is illustrated in
Scheme 1. Hierarchical C@MoS2 hollow spheres are obtained via a
multi-step process including self-polymerization, carbonization, the
removal of sacrificial template and following hydrothermal reaction.
Specifically, solid SiO2 nanospheres are prepared as sacrificial
templates which are subsequently coated with a dense PDA layer
forming SiO2@PDA. PDA widely used as a precursor of N-doped
carbon source has the advantage of its peculiar molecular structure
which results in strong complex-forming interaction with guest
ions.26,27 Next, SiO2@C is obtained after carbonization of
SiO2@PDA; oxygen-containing functional groups remained on the
surface of PDA-derived carbon. Subsequently, HCSs are synthesized
by etching SiO2 solid template with NaOH solution (2 M). Finally,
hierarchical C@MoS2 hollow spheres are obtained by a simple
hydrothermal method, with the formation of few-layer MoS2
nanosheets coated on both internal and external surfaces of HCSs.
In detail, protons are produced through hydrolysis of NH4

+ in
solution which support hydrogen-bond interactions between nega-
tively charged oxygen-containing functional groups and MoS4

2-

resulting in uniform and compact MoS2 layers.
28 In order to improve

the crystallinity, C@MoS2 samples are annealed at 800 °C for 3 h in
Argon.

The crystalline structure of C@MoS2, pure MoS2 and HCSs are
investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), as shown in Figs. 1a–1b. In
the diffraction pattern of HCSs (seen Fig. 1a), the broad peak can be
attributed to the (002) plane of carbon and other peaks are assigned
to the Cu substrate (ICDD 04-0836) from the homemade XRD
sample holder. In Fig. 1b, all diffraction peaks of C@MoS2 and pureScheme 1. The flow diagram of constructing hierarchical C@MoS2 hollow

spheres.
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MoS2 are matched well with the hexagonal crystal structure of MoS2
(ICDD 37-1492). Specifically, diffraction peaks located at 16.3,
32.5, 39.5, 49.7 and 58° correspond to the (002), (100), (103), (105)
and (110) crystal planes, respectively. According to the Scherrer
equation,16,29 there is an inverse proportionality between the size of
crystallites and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
diffraction peaks. By comparing the FWHM of the (002) peaks of
C@MoS2 and of pure MoS2, it can be deduced that the size of
crystallites of MoS2 in C@MoS2 is smaller.

Raman spectra are obtained to confirm structure and chemical
composition of C@MoS2 and MoS2. In Fig. 1c three characteristic
peaks at 377, 404, and 450 cm−1 can be assigned to the typical E g2

1

mode which is related to S-Mo-S stretching vibration within the
basal plane, the vibration of out-of-plane A1g mode and the second-
order Raman scattering 2LA(M) mode of the hexagonal MoS2
crystal, respectively.30 It has been reported that the number of MoS2
layers shows a positive correlation with the frequency difference
between the E g2

1 and A1g peaks.31 In Fig. 1c, the frequency

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of HCSs, C@MoS2 and MoS2. (b) Raman spectra of C@MoS2 and MoS2. (c) The enlarged Raman spectrum of C@MoS2. (e) TGA
curve of C@MoS2. (f) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and pore size distributions of HCSs.

Figure 2. (a), (e) XPS survey spectrum and fitted high-resolution spectra of N 1s of C@MoS2. (b)–(d) High-resolution spectra of Mo 3d, S 2p and C 1s of
C@MoS2, MoS2 and HCS, respectively.
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difference between the E g2
1 and A1g mode of C@MoS2 is 26.4 cm

−1,
which is smaller than that of pure MoS2 (28.5 cm

−m), indicating the
existence of few S-Mo-S layers in C@MoS2.

32 In addition, the
enlarged Raman spectrum of C@MoS2 in Fig. 1d presents two peaks
located at 1355 and 1594 cm−1 which can be associated with the
sp3-hybridized disordered carbon (D band) and sp2-hybridized
graphitic carbon (G-band), respectively.33 The carbon proportion in
C@MoS2 has been determined by TGA and the result is given in
Fig. 1e. The slight weight loss below 350 °C can be attributed to the
desorption of physisorbed water. Above 350 °C, the loss of weight
of C@MoS2 can be ascribed to the oxidative reaction of MoS2 to
MoO3 and the removal of carbon under air atmosphere. Accordingly
the carbon content in C@MoS2 is estimated to be 6.8%. Nitrogen
adsorption-desorption isotherm and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH)
pore-size analysis are performed to evaluate the specific surface area
and the pore size distribution of hollow carbon spheres (HCSs), as
shown in Fig. 1f. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area
of HCSs is 16 m2 g−1 with mesopores ranging from 3 to 6 nm as
shown in the inset image. These mesopores are advantageous to
enhance ion and electron transport kinetics, and offer sufficient
solid-liquid contact area.34

XPS measurements are applied to investigate the valence states
and the surface elemental composition of C@MoS2, results are
displayed in Fig. 2. Figure 2a presents the survey scan of C@MoS2
where the peaks of elements (Mo, S, C, O and N) as well as a Cu
peak which is related to the sample holder applied in the measure-
ment can be identified. The high resolution Mo 3d scan (Fig. 2b)
exhibits two characteristic peaks located at 231.8 and 228.8 eV
which can be attributed to Mo 3d3/2 and Mo 3d5/2 orbitals of Mo4+.35

A fitted peak at 225.8 eV is associated with S 2 s orbital. In addition,
one single doublet at 162.3 and 163.6 eV (Fig. 2c) corresponds to the
S 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 orbitals of S2−, which verifies the successful
formation of MoS2.

36 Meanwhile, three deconvoluted peaks from C
1 s scan in Fig. 2d can be indexed to sp2-hybridized carbon (C–C) at
284.6 eV and carbon bonded with oxygen functional groups
(−C–OH bond at 285.6 eV and −C=O bond at 287.4 eV,
respectively).37 Figure 2e exhibits the N 1s region which can be
fitted by two peaks at 398.6 eV (pyridinic N) and 400.4 eV (pyrrolic
N), suggesting heteroatom-doped carbon has been obtained after
annealing.38 The high resolution Mo 3d and S 2p scans of pure MoS2
are also collected in Figs. 2b–2c. It is easy to observe that the
characteristic peaks of Mo 3d and S 2p for C@MoS2 shift to lower
binding energies compared to those of pure MoS2, which indicates
an enhanced electron cloud density around MoS2.

39 Meanwhile, the
deconvoluted peaks of C 1 s spectrum in C@MoS2 shift to a higher
binding energy compared to that of HCSs, demonstrating the
oxidation state of carbon in C@MoS2 increases through sharing
the electron cloud with MoS2. It has been reported that the electron
cloud deviation in C@MoS2 can be attributed to the larger Pauling
electronegativity of Mo and C and the boosting interaction between
different valence-band potentials, which leads to a robust coupling
effect between carbon layer and MoS2.
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TEM and FESEM are conducted to investigate the morphologies
of HCS, C@MoS2 and pure MoS2, as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3a
shows monodispersed hollow nanospheres with an average size of
about 600 nm. In the inset image of Fig. 3a the thickness of carbon
shell can be found to be about 50 nm. Figure 3b exhibits, after
hydrothermal reaction, three-dimensional MoS2 ultrathin nanosheets
compactly and homogenously coated on the surface of HCSs without
destroying their sphere-like morphology up to an extended size of
∼700 nm. In the high magnification SEM image of C@MoS2 in
Fig. 3c, we observe ultrathin MoS2 nanosheets not only covered on
the external surface but also on the interior surface of HCSs. In
contrast, Fig. 3d presents a flower-like morphology of pure MoS2
and the inset image reveals that MoS2 nanosheets are easily stacked
together. As displayed in Figs. 3e–3f, the TEM and HRTEM images
at different magnifications show more microstructural information
on C@MoS2 sample. Figure 3e exhibits a single hierarchical
C@MoS2 hollow sphere which further confirms the interior and

exterior growth of MoS2 nanosheets, which is in good agreement
with the SEM observation. Furthermore, the high resolution TEM
image in Fig. 3f unveils the fine structure of the hierarchical
structure. Obviously few layered (5–7 layers) MoS2 nanosheet is
grown on N-doped carbon layer, and the interlayer distance of the
(002) plane is 0.66 nm measured by the lattice fringes, which is
larger than that of standard hexagonal MoS2 (0.62 nm),30 verifyies
an expansion of the interlayer space which facilitates lithium ion
intercalation and extraction.

Electrochemical performance.—The electrochemical perfor-
mance of C@MoS2 and MoS2 negative electrodes in LIBs was
studied. Figure 4a presents the initial three cyclic voltammetry (CV)
curves in the voltage range of 0.01–3 V vs Li+/Li at a scan rate of
0.2 mV·s−1. During the first negative scan, the first cathodic peak at
1.01 V is attributed to Li+ insertion into the MoS2 lattice, thus
resulting in the formation of the octahedral phase LixMoS2. The
second pronounced cathodic peak at about 0.43 V is ascribed to the
subsequent conversion reaction which can be formulated as:
LixMoS2 + (4-x) Li+ + (4-x) e− →Mo + 2Li2S, it is accompanied
by an irreversible reaction associated with the formation of an SEI
layer.40 In the following reverse scan, a very weak anodic peak at
around 1.70 V is related to the partial oxidation of Mo metal to
MoS2, and another prominent peak at 2.30 V is associated with the
de-lithiation of Li2S (Li2S + 2e− → 2Li+ + S).41 Though the peak
around 1.70 V is not very prominent when compared to those
reported for other MoS2-based anodes, there is another report42

with the same CV behavior as with our system but with an unclear
mechanism. In the next scans, cathodic peaks shown in the first scan
disappear because Mo0/Li2S are not converted completely back due
to partially embedded Mo nanoparticles in Li2S matrix. The cathodic
peaks at about 1.95 V, 1.15 V and 0.34 V correspond to the
following reaction: 2Li+ + S + 2e− → Li2S, intercalation and
subsequent conversion reaction, respectively. In addition, the anodic
peak at 2.30 V and cathodic peak at 1.96 V after the first scan form a
reversible sulfur redox couple.40,43 It is observed that the CV curves
after the first scan are highly stable demonstrating a very reversible
and stable electrode material of hierarchical hollow C@MoS2
spheres.

Figure 4b exhibits the initial five galvanostatic charge/discharge
profiles of C@MoS2 electrode at a rate of 0.1 C. In the first discharge
process, two voltage plateaus located at around 1.1 V and 0.5 V can
be observed, corresponding to Li+ intercalation and conversion
reaction which is highly consistent with CV observations. During the
following charge process, a voltage plateau at around 2.3 V can be
attributed to the delithiation of Li2S to sulfur which is also in line
with the CV profiles. The initial discharge and charge capacities of
C@MoS2 electrode are 1260 and 1020 mAh·g−1 with a high initial
Coulombic efficiency (ICE) of 80.9%. This irreversible reaction can
be attributed to the formation of SEI layer and electrode-electrolyte
side reaction44 and the irreversible capacity is equal to 240 mAh g−1.
It should be noticed that the discharge capacity of about 100
mAh·g−1 above 1.1 V is due to the activation of the electrode and
the discharge capacity contributed from the plateaus at 1.1 V is
around 120 mAh·g−1 which is equal to 0.72 lithium ion insertion per
unit MoS2. The capacity between the two plateaus of 1.1 and 0.5 V is
around 170 mAh·g−1 which might be attributed to storage in pores
and carbon contributions. During further discharge, a conversion
reaction contributing capacity at the plateau at 0.5 V together with
irreversible capacity mainly due to SEI information is observed.
Some extra capacity is ascribed to the additional physical or
chemical absorption of formed Mo nanoparticles. This can also
support the high initial discharge capacity which is highly beyond
the theoretical capacity of MoS2 (670 mAh·g−1). From the second
cycle on, the voltage plateaus at around 1.95, 1.15 and 0.34 V in the
discharge profiles can be associated with the reaction from S to Li2S,
insertion of Li+ and conversion reaction, respectively. The C@MoS2
electrode shows different plateaus at about 2.0 and 2.3 V, which is
indicative of the reversible reaction between of Li2S and S. In
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addition, concurring discharge-charge plots from 2nd to the 5th
cycles verify high stability and reversibility of C@MoS2 electrode.

Figure 4c exhibits the rate performance of the C@MoS2 and
MoS2 electrodes at various rates increasing gradually from 0.1 to

20.0 C and then returned back 0.2 C (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0,
20.0 and 0.2 C). The calculated average discharge capacities of
C@MoS2 electrodes are 1101.1, 946.3, 851.5, 807.9, 759.5, 707.1,
668.6, 633.3 and 956 mAh·g−1, respectively. When the rate is

Figure 3. (a) SEM image and TEM image (inset image) of HCS. (b), (c) SEM images of C@MoS2 in different magnification. (d) SEM image and TEM image of
pure MoS2. (e), (f) TEM and HRTEM images of C@MoS2.

Figure 4. (a) The first three CV cycles of C@MoS2 electrode at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s−1. (b) The initial five galvanostatic charge and discharge profiles of a
C@MoS2 electrode at a rate of 0.1 C. (c) Rate performance of C@MoS2 and MoS2 electrodes at various rates from 0.1 to 20.0 and then reverse back to 0.2 C. (d)
Charge and discharge profiles of C@MoS2 anode at various rates ranging from 0.1 to 20.0 C. (e) Cycling performance and the corresponding coulombic
efficiencies of C@MoS2 and MoS2 electrodes at a rate of 0.2 C. (f) Galvanostatic charge and discharge profiles at a rate of 0.2 C in the 1st, 10th, 20th, 50th and
100th cycle, respectively.
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returned back to 0.2 C, the discharge capacity reached 956 mAh·g−1,
demonstrating a superb rate performance. In contrast, the values of
MoS2 electrode at the same rate are 489.4, 389, 341, 303, 256, 182,
87,12 and 393.3 mAh·g−1, respectively. The remarkable rate
capability of C@MoS2 electrode can be attributed to the contribution
of the merits of few-layered MoS2 nanosheets with expanded c
lattice spacing which boosts the Li+ diffusion kinetics and N-doped
carbon which greatly enhances electron transport.13 In addition, the
high specific discharge capacity of C@MoS2 electrode is related to a
high proportion of MoS2 in C@MoS2 verified by TGA analysis. The
coulombic efficiencies of C@MoS2 and plain MoS2 electrodes
during different C-rate are presented in Fig. S1 (available online at
stacks.iop.org/JES/167/100525/mmedia). The galvanostatic charge-
discharge voltage profiles of C@MoS2 electrode at different rates
from 0.1 to 20.0 C are given in Fig. 4d and the presented plateau
locations are consistent with the positions of cathodic and anodic
peaks observed in CVs. The profiles show similar shapes and only a
small polarization at increasing rates. Examination of the cycling
stability of C@MoS2 and MoS2 electrodes at a rate of 0.2 C yielded
the results displayed in Fig. 4e. After the initial cycles, the discharge
capacity of C@MoS2 electrode becomes stable and reaches 987
mAh·g−1 (86.0% retained of its original capacity) after 130 cycles.
The coulombic efficiency (CE) is close to 100% (after 5th cycle)
during the cycling process apart from the first few cycles. In
contrast, the discharge capacity of pure MoS2 electrode presents
dramatic capacity fading from the initial cycles on due to the large
volume changes. The outstanding electrochemical performance of
our new material should be highlighted when comparing to other
recently reported MoS2-based electrode materials, as listed in
Table I. The high cycling stability of C@MoS2 electrode can be
attributed to the structural integrity of C@MoS2. Specifically, the
interstices between three-dimensional crosslinked MoS2 nanosheets
and N-doped carbon can accommodate the mechanical stress
induced by the volume changes of MoS2. Figure 4f displays the
charge-discharge profiles of the 1st, 10th, 20th, 50th and 100th cycle
of C@MoS2 electrode at a C-rate of 0.2 C, these coinciding profiles
reveal a good cycling stability of the electrode. In order to verify
storage contributions from carbon phases not limited to the function
as an electronic conduction-enhancing agent and a buffer zone, the
rate and cycling performance of pure hollow carbon sphere
electrodes are examined at the same conditions as for C@MoS2 and
MoS2 electrodes, as shown in Figs. S2–S3. The bare carbon
electrode delivered a stable discharge capacity of about 410 mAh
g−1 at the current density of 0.1 C as presented in Fig. S2. In
addition, Fig. S3 shows a high cycling stability with no obvious
capacity fading of bare carbon electrode at the current density of
0.5 C.

To evaluate the electrochemical kinetics of C@MoS2 electrode,
CV curves are studied at different scan rates from 0.2 to 1.0 mV s−1

with 0.2 mV increments, as shown in Fig. 5a. It is noticed that peak
currents increase and the potential positions of the anodic and
cathodic peaks are slightly shifted with increasing scan rates.46 The
relationship between redox peak potential positions (here peak 1 and
2) which are related to the redox couples Li2S/S and scan rates is
revealed in Fig. S4. In general, the dependency of the current
response (I) on the sweep rate (v) in a cyclic voltammetry
measurement can be described with Eqs. 1 and 2 as follows:47,48

i av 1b [ ]=

i b v alog log log 2( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]= +

Both a and b are adjustable parameters, and the b values can be
obtained from the slope of the fitted plots of log (i) as a function of
log (v) according to Eq. 2. Specifically, a b value of 1.0 indicates a
surface-controlled reaction of Li-ion storage (interfacial Li+ sto-
rage), meanwhile the b value of 0.5 indicates Li+ diffusion control.49

Figure 5b shows the log (i) − log (v) plots after linear fitting for
all anodic and cathodic peaks of C@MoS2 electrode. The b values of
peak 1 to peak 4 are 0.74, 0.91, 0.86, and 0.83, respectively,
demonstrating both interfacial Li+ storage which might originate
from the physical absorption on formed Mo nanoparticles and
diffusion-controlled redox reaction coexisting in the C@MoS2
electrode during the electrochemical charge-discharge process.

Electrochemical impedance measurements (EIS) of the as-pre-
pared electrodes have been conducted to investigate the electrode
properties and reaction kinetics. Selection of a suitable equivalent
circuit used in data evaluation was based on considerations reported
elsewhere.50 Results are shown in Fig. 6, the equivalent circuit used
for fitting is shown in Fig. 7.

All fitted values of equivalent circuit components are collected in
Table II.

The Nyquist plots as presented in Fig. 6 with the frequencies
ranging from 10000 to 0.1 Hz show a solution resistance including
all other Ohmic contributions from current collector etc Rs, a high-
frequency semicircle range associated with resistance Rf and a
constant phase element (CPE1) associated with the SEI film, a
deformed semicircle in the intermediate frequency range corre-
sponding to charge transfer resistance Rct and a constant phase
element related to the electrode-electrolyte solution interface
(CPE2), and a low-frequency inclined line due ot a Warburg
impedance originating from the lithium ion diffusion in the
electrode.50,51 Rs of C@MoS2 and plain MoS2 electrode are 8.8
and 21.1 Ω, respectively, suggesting a much lower internal resis-
tance of our new electrode material as all other experimental
parameters, in particular the electrolyte solution and the electrode
construction, are the same. Accordingly the beneficial effect of the
HCS support is evident. The circuit elements associated with the SEI
show no significant change when going from plain MoS2 to our
material. The C@MoS2 electrode has a much lower charge transfer
resistance (60.2 Ω) than the plain MoS2 electrode (with the charge
transfer resistance 325.8 Ω), suggesting that the incorporation of
carbon significantly contributes to a reduced charge-transfer resis-
tance. The reduced charge-transfer resistance can be ascribed to an
enhanced rate of charge transfer (catalytic effect) and/or an increased
electrochemically active surface area (EASA, surface area
effect)50,52–54 CPE2 assigned to the electrode-electrolyte solution
interface is larger by an order of magnitude for the C@MoS2
electrode when compared with the plain MoS2 electrode. The value
of the CPE is not simply equivalent to the double layer capacity as
frequently insinuated, this has been noted before55–57 and discussed
earlier in detail.58 For extraction of CDL and thus EASA assuming
that both values correspond to each other54 Hsu and Mansfeld have
suggested Eq. 3:

Table I. Electrochemical performance of our and other reported MoS2-based electrode materials.

Electrode Materials Specific capacity mAh−1·g−1 Rate capability mAh−1·g−1 Cycle no. (capacity retention/%)

C@MoS2@C20 800 mAh g−1 (0.1 C) 382 mAh g−1 (5 C) 200 (−)
MoS2 HNS

21 944 mAh g−1 (0.1 A g−1) 576 mAh g−1 (5 A g−1) 100 (−)
C@MoS2 microspheres28 690 mAh g−1 (0.1 A g−1 ) 560 mAh g−1 (5 A g−1) 100 (95%)
C@MoS2

45 750 mAh g−1 (0.1 A g−1) 533 mAh g−1 (1 A g−1) 100 (66%)
This work 1100 mAh g−1 (0.1 C) 633 mAh g−1 (20 C) 130 (86%)
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C A 3DL DL max
1( ) [ ]w= a-

with CDL being the desired quantity, ADL the value of the CPE
extracted from the results of the impedance fit, maxw being the
frequency where the imaginary part vs frequency plot shows a
maximum and α being the exponent in the equation describing the
CPE (ZCPE = ZDL(jω)

−α). This approach has been critically
examined by Jović.57 The dependency of CDL on the value of a
resistor connected in parallel (usually the charge transfer resistance
Rct) has been taken into account more in detail by Brug55 (see also59)
yielding for a CPE connected in series with a resistor R (most

frequently Rs):

C A R 4sDL DL
1 1[ ] [ ]( ) /= a a- -

Obviously with growing α (which is equivalent to n in some
software products used to fit impedance data describing the CPE)
and small values of Rs CDL approaches ADL in numerical terms. In
the present case Eq. 3 could not be used because in the studied range
of AC-frequencies no maximum of the imaginary part was observed.
Using Eq. 4 values of CDL with 0.2·10–4 F for the plain MoS2
electrode and 0.8·10–4 F for the new C@MoS2 electrode could be
extracted. The improved performance appears thus to be mostly due
an increased surface area, this conclusion is in good agreement with
the observed much better rate performance of the C@MoS2
electrode.

Although a good electrochemical performance of the new
C@MoS2 electrode has been achieved in our research, there are
still concerns about MoS2-based electrode materials due to the their
intermediate voltage profile which substantially narrows the usable
voltage window and hence the net energy density of a full LIB.22 To

support the suitability of this material and to justify research into
MoS2-based electrode materials, there are several significant argu-
ments meriting consideration: (1) Due to its unique layered structure
and multi-electron electrode reaction, this material has higher
specific capacity compared to the commercialized graphite. In our
system, the high overall capacity of C@MoS2 can compensate the
lost energy density more or less caused by relatively low cell
voltage; (2) from a practical battery design perspective, MoS2
electrodes are also quite attractive since they possess significantly
less volumetric expansion (103%) upon lithiation compared to some
other conversion materials. Thanks to this lower expansion, MoS2
has higher mechanical stability during cycling; (3) a slightly higher

Figure 5. (a) CV curves of C@MoS2 electrode at various scan rates from 0.2 to 1.0 mV s−1. (b) Relationship between the peak currents and scan rates in
logarithmic format and the corresponding fitted straight lines for C@MoS2 electrode.

Figure 6. Nyquist plots of C@MoS2 and plain MoS2 electrode, frequencies
in Hz as indicated.

Figure 7. The equivalent circuit used for fitting.

Table II. Results of the equivalent circuit fitting of impedance measurements of C@MoS2 and plain MoS2 electrodes.

Equivalent circuit element Rs/Ω Rf/Ω CPE1/F∙s
1−n n/- Rct/Ω CPE2/F∙s

1−n n/− Yo(=1/Zdiff)/S
Electrode

C@MoS2 8.7 27.9 3.0∙10–5 0.8 60.1 2.1∙10−4 0.87 0.0082
Plain MoS2 21.0 30.8 1.4∙10–5 0.8 325.8 2.7∙10–5 0.97 0.0128
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potential vs lithium makes MoS2 safer than graphite due to a
reduction in the driving force for lithium dendrite formation.
Overall, despite the disadvantage of the intermediate voltage profile
of MoS2, there are many factors for calling them a promising
electrode material.

The results presented above clearly demonstrate high electro-
chemical performance of the C@MoS2 electrode benefitting from
structure and composition. First, carbon can function as a buffer for
the mechanical stress induced by volumetric expansion as well as a
conductivity enhanced agent during the charge-discharge process.
Second, ultrathin MoS2 nanosheets with expanded interlayer dis-
tance (0.66 nm) can lower the energy barrier for lithium ion
intercalation-extraction and shorten the ion diffusion pathway.
Finally, the interaction between hollow carbon spheres with MoS2
can prevent the agglomeration of MoS2 nanosheets with a stable
structure.

Conclusions

In summary, we have constructed hierarchical C@MoS2 hollow
spheres assembled by few layered MoS2 nanosheets coated on both
interior and exterior surface of hollow carbon spheres through an
efficient method. When evaluated as a negative electrode material in
LIBs, the C@MoS2 electrode shows high initial discharge capacity
(1100 mAh·g−1 at 0.1 C), superior rate performance (633 mAh·g−1

at 20.0 C) and superb cycling life (86.0% of its original capacity
retained after 130 cycles). HRTEM result suggests few layer (5–7
layers) MoS2 nanosheets with a larger interlayer distance which
facilitates the Li+ intercalation and extraction. XPS analysis con-
firms an enhanced interaction between MoS2 and carbon with an
increased electron cloud density which boosts the electron transfer
kinetics of C@MoS2 during Li storage reaction, which leads to
superb rate capability. The integrated structure and the favorable
carbon proportion guarantee excellent cycling stability and high
initial reversible capacity. This efficient architecture can be also
applied for other metal ion batteries beyond SIBs and PIBs.
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